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Introduction

● Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) are widely used by civil users providing 
accurate and reliable positioning

● Yet, several issues can accumulate due to the environment that surrounds the user : 
GNSS signals can face environments that create Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) and/or 
multipath effects

● The idea of the project is to deal with those issues in order to mitigate the positioning 
error and to enhance the positioning accuracy



Objectives

● Investigate the effects of multipath and NLOS effects on positioning for map 
production

● Identify the urban areas where these effects are more likely to happen

● Propose a method to identify these multipath and NLOS effects 

● Implement a post-processing method to filter out signal component that lead to a 
lack of the positioning accuracy

● Present a synthesis of the results obtained : accuracy gained, benefits for the 
positioning exactness 

● Have a critical view of our work



I- Trajectory comparison

1) Provided data and reference trajectory 
● Data was collected by a research-survey Tomtom vehicle in some areas in the 

Netherlands.
● This vehicle is equipped by 2 receivers : a uBlox F9P with a frequency of 1 Hz and a 

Novatel receiver with a frequency of 1 kHz.
● Other data where provided by Tomtom such as : Map data, buildings data, digital 

surface model, location of the antennas on the top of the vehicle.
● Reference trajectory was chosen using the post-processed data from the Novatel 

receiver where the quality factor Q is lower than 2.



I- Trajectory comparison

2) Post-processing of raw data

● 2 different services were chosen to carry out the post-processing of the data 
provided: 

- Open source program RTKLIB using Differential GNSS (DGNSS) 
- Canadian Geodetic Survey of Natural Resources  (CSRS-PPP) which provides a PPP 

Kinematic service

● At the beginning, elevation mask in the settings will not be changed and will be let at 
15° (RTKLIB DGNSS)



I- Trajectory comparison

3) Coordinate system

● World Geodetic System 84 (WGS 84) is the coordinate system used for the study
● Distance between the 2 antennas will be expressed in the car coordinate system (a 

rotated system with respect to the World coordinate system)
● The origin of the car coordinate system is assumed to be the same as the World 

coordinate system moving with the car



I- Trajectory comparison

4) Receivers setup on the research-survey vehicle

● In order to make comparison between data collected by the 2 receivers at the same 
location, the Novatel post-processed coordinates were compensated by a specific 
offset.

● This method was chosen so that the offset is converted to the World coordinate 
frame and is applied to the Novatel data (that is used as a reference)

● Since we will post-process several time the Ublox data, we decided to compensate 
the reference positions so we won’t need to do several compensations → save 
processing time.





I- Trajectory comparison

• 5) Conversion steps

• Rotation matrix 

• where dxcar = 0.690 m and dycar = 0.177 m and θ is the heading angle at each epoch

• Use the following relations



I- Trajectory comparison

6) Control of the exactness of the compensation

● Using a fictive point (coordinates φ=50° and        λ = 5°) with 2 headings (0° and 90°) 
and then converting coordinates from WGS84 to the Netherlands local coordinates 
frame  (EPSG:28992)



I- Trajectory comparison
7) Evaluation of the receiver’s accuracy

● We will compare the reference positions (provided by the Novatel) with the post-
processed obtained by the uBlox within 3 scenarios : 

- Scenario 1 : open environment in an open high highway with almost no obstructions 
(track 0)

- Scenario 2 : Urban environment, through the roads of Breda (track 0)
- Scenario 3 : Urban environment through the roads of Den Haag (track 9)

● Here, the comparison was done between the post-processed uBlox positions using 
RTKLIB (DGNSS) and PPP obtained with the Canadian CSRS service

● Novatel sampling frequency was adjusted to 1 Hz to compare positions with the same 
epochs.

● WGS84 coordinates were converted to East-North-Up format (ENU) in local coordinate 
system of the Netherlands.



I- Trajectory comparison
7) Evaluation of the receiver’s accuracy

● Results
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I- Trajectory comparison

7) Evaluation of the receiver’s accuracy

● Results : Numerical synthesis
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I- Trajectory comparison

7) Evaluation of the receiver’s accuracy

● Results : impact of multipath on both tracks : track 0 that gathers scenario 1 and 2, 
track 9 that refers to scenario 3



II- Comparison of tracking

● We will compare the number of tracked satellites for the GPS and GLONASS 
constellations (used when post-processing the Novatel data)



II- Comparison of tracking



II- Comparison of tracking



III- Skyplot analysis and building mask

1) Computation of the ECEF coordinates for each satellite (from ephemeris parameters)



III- Skyplot analysis and building mask

2) Computation of the coordinate differences in the ENU coordinate frame

With :



III- Skyplot analysis and building mask

3) Computation of the Azimuth and Elevation angles

With: 



III- Skyplot analysis and building mask

4) Satellites skyplots

For scenario 2, with an elevation mask of 15° for the epoch 11/29/2019 at 12h 41min 29 sec 
UTC



III- Skyplot analysis and building mask

4) Satellites skyplots



III- Skyplot analysis and building mask 
5) Building mask and elevation of surrounding objects

We chose a point where the difference with the reference coordinates is the highest :

- dE(DGNSS) = 2.26 m
- dN(DGNSS) = 2.95 m

Here, the elevation angle is approximately 30°



IV- Post-processing adjustments to enhance the 
accuracy of the solution 

1) Accuracy gained (for the previous point) 



IV- Post-processing adjustments to enhance the 
accuracy of the solution 

2) Generalizing the post-processing for scenario 2



Conclusion

● Many steps should be accomplished before proceeding to find a solution that enhances 
the positioning accuracy (compensate the Novatel positions by the offsets, post-
processing row data, using appropriate coordinate system, controlling the exactness of 
the compensation, and then forward, the accuracy of the receiver).

● Then, we can proceed to track the satellites and analyze the skyplots in order to build 
elevation masks depending on the surrounding environment of the antenna. 

● Finally, we finish our process by post-processing the tracks depending on relevant 
building mask that lead us to reach a gain in maximum difference accuracy between 
approximately 60 to 80 cm for the urban environment scenario 2  (compared to the 
data processed with a default elevation mask of 15°).
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